MAY 9, 2011

BETHLEHEM AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
BOARD OF SCHOOL DIRECTORS
SPECIAL BOARD MEETING

MAY 9, 2011

A Special Meeting of the Board of Directors of the Bethlehem SPECIAL BOARD
Area School District was held on Monday, May 9, 2011, MEETING
following the Budget Hearing in the Auditorium of East Hills
Middle School, 2005 Chester Road, Bethlehem, PA 18017.
The Special Board Meeting began at 8:45 p.m.
President Cann called the roll by the Board Secretary:
MEMBERS
PRESENT
Members present:
Directors Amato, Burkhardt, Cann,
Faccinetto, Follweiler, McKeon, Ortiz, Leeson, Tenaglia - 9
Others present: Dr. Joseph Roy, Superintendent of Schools; OTHERS
Stacy Gober, Board Secretary; administrators, members of the PRESENT
press, and other interested citizens and staff members.
At this point of the meeting, the Pledge of Allegiance was
recited.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

President Cann requested a moment of silent meditation.

MOMENT OF
SILENCE

President Cann asked if anyone would like to speak at COURTESY OF THE FLOOR
Courtesy of the Floor for agenda items. The agenda items are: TO VISITORS
the adoption of the budget, personnel items, the naming of
lawn care services due to a company going out of business
and to add the boiler replacement authorization, the catch
basin and repairs in faculty parking lot overlay at Freedom
High School and the UGI gas extension.
President Cann asked if anyone would like to address any of
these topics. Seeing none, she moved on to Approval of the
Minutes.
President Cann called for a motion for approval of the APPROVAL OF MINUTES
minutes for the March 24, 2011 - Budget Workshop and the
April 4, 2011 – Board Facilities Committee Meeting.
Director McKeon made a motion to accept the minutes which MOTION TO ACCEPT
was seconded by Director Follweiler.
MINUTES
President Cann called for a voice vote to approve the minutes. VOICE VOTE TO ACCEPT
The motion was passed by a unanimous voice vote.
MINUTES
Motion passes – 9-0
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President Cann stated:
She had
communications to share with the board.

no

President’s PRESIDENTS
COMMUNICATIONS/
SPECIAL MEETINGS

Dr. Roy stated that he had nothing to report for the
Superintendent’s Report.

SUPERINTENDENT’S
REPORT

Director McKeon stated: This statement is for the board UNFINISHED BUSINESS
itself. What I would like to see, and I know we had a
ceremonial no vote on the Community College Budget, but
then I read in the paper this week that the budget that they
approved was their January budget prior to Governor Corbett
making his recommendations. To a certain extent I took that
as being a bit arrogant. I think what we should be doing as a
board is contacting the other board members that are part of
Community College as an effort to notify the Community
College that they should try and restrict their spending to a 0
percent increase for next budget year. There is a total of eight
districts, so I think we should, if the board agrees with me, go
out and then notify the other school districts this is something
they should consider too.
President Cann stated: Before we have a motion, we had RECOMMENDATIONS OF
discussed adding on the UGI Gas extension, but was it also THE ADMINISTRATION
the boiler replacement itself.
Dr. Roy stated: I believe all three.
President Cann stated: The Freedom catch basin costs too.
President Cann asked for a motion to add those three items to MOTION TO ADD THREE
the agenda?
ITEMS TO AGENDA
1. Boiler replacement at Nitschmann
2. UGI Gas extension that relates to Nitschmann
3. Freedom Repairs.
Director Burkhardt made a motion to accept the three
additional items on the agenda. Director Faccinetto seconded
the motion.
Director Tenaglia stated: I believe you have to number the
three items and I would suggest that Nitschmann boiler be
considered Item #6, Freedom Parking Lot be considered Item
#7, and the Nitschmann UGI Agreement is being considered
Item #8.
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President Cann stated: That is fine.
Director Follweiler asked: President Cann to have the
additional agenda items repeated for the record.
President Cann stated: Item #6 – Boiler replacement at
Nitschmann, Item #7 – Freedom Parking, Item #8 – UGI Gas
extension for Nitschmann.
President Cann asked for a motion to accept the MOTION TO ACCEPT THE
Recommendations of the Administration (Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, RECOMMENDATIONS OF
6, 7, and 8). Director Faccinetto made a motion to accept the THE ADMINISTRATION
Recommendations of the Administration. Director Burkhardt
seconded the motion.
President Cann asked if anyone would like to pull any of these
items for discussion.
Director Leeson stated: Since it is such a short list, I just have
one question on item #2, if you like I will ask the question and
we can just vote.
Director Leeson stated: I would just like to asked Director
McKeon if had had gotten his questions answered on that
issue.
Director McKeon stated: Yes
Director Leeson stated: You felt that they were adequately
answered.
Director McKeon stated: It doesn’t change my opinion.
President Cann asked if anyone needed to pull any other item.
Director Burkhardt stated: I would ask that we pull item #1
and vote on that separately.
President Cann asked for a roll call vote to accept Item #2, 3, ROLL CALL VOTE ITEMS
4, 5, 6, 7, and 8.
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, AND 8
The question was called with roll call as follows: Yea,
Directors Amato, Burkhardt, Faccinetto, Ortiz, President
Cann; Leeson – yea - 3,4,5,7, nay 2, 6, 8; Tenaglia – yea – 2,
3, 4, 5, 7, nay 6, 8; Follweiler – yea – 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, nay 6, 8;
McKeon, yea 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 – nay – 2
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All Motions Pass
Item #2 – motion passes 7-2
Item #6 and Item #8 – motion passes 6-3
Item #3, #4, #5, #7 – motion passes 9-0
President Cann asked if there was any discussion on Item #1 DISCUSSION ITEM #1
before they take the separate vote. (See page 6 or 26 for
Discussion Item #1)
President Cann asked for a roll call vote to accept Item #1
The question was called with roll call as follows: Yea –
Directors Ortiz, Burkhardt, Faccinetto, McKeon, President
Cann; Nay – Directors Tenaglia, Amato, Follweiler, Leeson.
Motion passes 5-4
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DISCUSSION ITEM #1
President Cann asked if there was any discussion on Item #1 before they take the separate
vote.
Director Burkhardt stated: It continues to amaze me that we have made huge cuts in our
district. I appreciated hearing from Mr. Stauffer and especially the counselor at
Nitschmann Middle School. As I look at our budget, of the three systems that we are
required by law to service, elementary, middle school and high schools. In my humble
opinion, the level that has taken the biggest hit, is our middle schools. Everybody knows
that kids in ages 12-13 and 14, that is probably the hardest three years that a youngster
goes through. It is the age where they really make a decision about their buying into the
system and in their investments and whether they are going to proceed on to high school
as a positive experience. The need for teaming on those kids is critical. We are creating
a scenario where a teacher of the core subjects, English, Social Studies, Math and Science
are going to be seeing six sections of kids a day which will range anywhere from 150 to
180 students and English teachers teaching the basics of writing and getting kids ready
for high school are going to see 150-180 students a day. How they will ever put forward
a super professional program is beyond me. I understand why it has happened, and I am
going to support our tentative budget, but truly if anything comes through from the state
to help offset some of our costs, I would hope that, and it is a million dollar line item, it is
18 teachers and that is about a million dollars I believe, and I hope that we will look at
that first and foremost. Without the teaming we are hurting the kids. Without the
teaming we are giving our teachers at a time in kids lives where so many important
decisions are being made especially as we get to our high school, it is going to be a
sleeping giant. We won’t see them initially, we won’t see it next year, but when those
kids enter our two high schools, those marginal kids, those kids who we worry about, are
going to be even further behind then they are now and I worry very much about that and
would hope that we would look at that seriously if in fact something, some miracle occurs
and we end up with more revenue than we think we have. Thank you very much.
President Cann stated: Thank you Director Burkhardt. Point well taken.
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ROLL CALL VOTE ITEM #1
President Cann asked for a roll call vote to accept Item #1
The question was called with roll call as follows: Yea – Directors Ortiz, Burkhardt,
Faccinetto, McKeon, President Cann; Nay – Directors Tenaglia, Amato, Follweiler,
Leeson.
Motion passes 5-4
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The administration’s recommendations 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 were considered together.
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President Cann asked if there was any new or miscellaneous NEW/MISCELLANEOUS
business
BUSINESS
Director Amato stated: This has come up from Courtesy of MOTION FOR
the Floor; some of our board members have brought it up. I ADMINISTRATION TO
am talking about what a freeze would do in helping the budget MEET WITH BEA
for this year, and I would like to make a motion and I still
haven’t heard yes, no or indifferent. We have asked the
questions again tonight, and we have had a few bargaining
units that you have brought up that took a freeze or was part
of a negotiated contracts but other school districts have talked
to their professional staffs and some have come across with
taking a freeze or a partial freeze. I would like to recommend
that our administration meet with our BEA and talk about
what can be done as far as a freeze or a partial freeze to help
this budget.
Director Amato made a motion for the Administration to meet
with the BEA to discuss a salary freeze or a partial salary
freeze. The motion was seconded by Director Leeson.
Director Amato stated: I make a motion that we direct the
BEA to discuss a freeze or a partial freeze to help our budget.
President Cann asked if there was any discussion on this and
then we will see what the board wants to do. Any discussion
on this motion.
President Cann stated: We will take a vote on the motion by
Director Amato and seconded by Director Leeson to discuss
with the Teachers Union about a pay freeze.
Mrs. Gober stated: What I wrote, as you said, it was to
recommend that the administration meet with the BEA for a
pay freeze or a partial pay freeze to help this budget.
Director Burkhardt asked: For what purpose? To lower taxes
or to reinstate programs that we have cut? That is a critical
issue in my mind.
Director Amato stated: Well if there is XX amount of dollars
that can be saved with a freeze or a partial freeze, then it is up
to this board to decide what they want to do with those
dollars, do we put it back into some critical pieces of the
budget that we have cut out or do we use it to keep at our 1.7
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percent increase or take it to 0 percent. I mean you can find
out what they would agree on if anything. Then this board
needs to decide on how we are going to spend it.
President Cann stated: My problem with that is as you said
Director Amato say there is some XX amount of money to be
gained from that, then what happens next year, you are not
going to take that same amount of pay freeze again next year,
so then that is not sustainable budgeting.
Director Burkhardt stated: I’m not sure that we should be
discussing this, it is a negotiation issue.
Director Amato stated: I made a simple motion that we sit
down with the BEA, with our professional staff as other
districts have done and ask if they could be part of the
budgeting process in holding to a freeze. I have asked Mrs.
Gober what that pay freeze would be in dollars,
Mrs. Gober stated: It was approximately $2,000,000 at the
time that we had negotiated the contract, following the
revisions that were proposed in this budget, I do not know
what that number looks like right now.
Dr. Roy stated: We have a lot few teachers right now.
Director Amato stated: What if you cut it in half? A millions
dollars or even if you come out with a half a million dollars.
Do you know what a half million dollars would do to help us
with this budget?
President Cann stated: That would be for one year.
Director Amato stated: We’re looking at this year. We don’t
know what we are going to be confronted with next year.
We’re looking at this year.
President Cann stated: I thought we were looking at
sustainable budgeting? Does anyone else have anything to
say?
Director Faccinetto stated: I have one comment and it is just
my opinion, but I think other districts that sought a pay freeze,
it was to keep jobs and not cut them. We have already cut
them, so I would support it, if it were to restore programs, I
will not support it, if it’s to go to a 0 percent tax increase. I
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don’t think that is fair.
President Cann stated: Is there any more discussion before we
take a vote.
Director Amato stated: Like I said whatever monies we
would get, the board would decide what we want to do with
that. Do we restore stuff that we’ve cut?
Director Faccinetto stated: To me that issue has to be dealt
with first. If we can guarantee that first, then that is a thing to
go and talk to the teachers about, but if they have no faith in
us that we are just going to take it and lower taxes, then why
would they agree to it.
Director Follweiler stated: It seems to me that the discussion
that we’re having right now is the discussion that Director
Amato has motioned to have with the BEA. That a lot of the
items we are bringing up in this discussion as Director
McKeon pointed out is a negotiation discussion. So, I would
move that we vote on the motion and allow the conversation.
After the conversation, we would have a final decision.
Director Follweiler stated: I want to call the question for a
vote on the motion and allow the conversation between the
Administration and the BEA to take place.
President Cann asked for a roll call vote to allow the
conversation between the administration and the BEA to take
place.
The question was called with roll call as follows: Yea –
Directors Amato, Faccinetto, Follweiler, Leeson, Tenaglia.
Nay – Directors Ortiz, Burkhardt, McKeon, President Cann
Motion passes – 5-4
President Cann stated: To be clear what this does is authorize
the superintendent to have the discussion with the BEA.
Moving to Courtesy of the Floor.

COURTESY OF THE FLOOR

Justin Ateman
319 East Locust Street
Bethlehem, PA
I just want to say how absolutely refreshing it was to hear
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what Director Burkhardt had to say about the middle schools
taking the biggest hit with this budget. The budget when I
look at it and when I have gone through it is just very pro high
school. It really screams high school, while our most at risk
children stem from the elementary and the middle school
levels. We are almost remediating our children by cutting out
programs like SPARK, full day kindergarten and teaming, I
mean, we’re cutting teaming from the middle school but we
have plans to incorporate it into our high school system.
Those kids that are going into the high school system, if they
didn’t have the teaming in middle school, I am going to be
honest, the teaming is not going to do anything for them in
high school. They did not have that experience in middle
school, they are not going to want it, and you already lost the
students engagement. It is just upsetting to me to hear that
that is what is going to happen, our middle schools, even this
year I’m worried to see their PSSA scores because they have
been doing outstanding but with that marker set higher and
higher, it scares me to see the results for those PSSA’s and
with this teaming we’re going to see the PSSA Scores go even
lower because of the lack of relationship with the teachers. It
is really going to affect our middle school success in the
classroom and out of the classroom quite frankly. I don’t
know if the board is aware of this but Dr. Roy had an
absolutely wonderful meeting with his superintendent student
advisory and it gives students from Liberty and Freedom the
opportunity to voice their opinions and our last meeting we
actually spoke on the budget and a lot of kids had a very
interesting perspectives and I think the board would love to
hear a lot of that and that’s something that I shedded a lot of
light on at the last meeting, the tough cuts to the elementary
school and the middle school level and it just really concerns
me and I feel like Director Burkhardt said, if there is any extra
money I mean the current budget just basically added 8
teachers back to the high school but took 18 out of the middle
schools to cut the teaming, I am just really worried and
concerned for our middle schools and I hope that we have a
system in which we are going to keep those at risk children in
the classroom. Thank you.
Jolene Vitalos
President BEA
I would like to reiterate to the board that Dr. Roy and I have
been having open discussions since this budget has begun.
With all do respect to the other bargaining units in this
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Moving to Courtesy of the Floor.

COURTESY OF THE FLOOR

Justin Ateman
319 East Locust Street
Bethlehem, PA
I just want to say how absolutely refreshing it was to hear
what Director Burkhardt had to say about the middle schools
taking the biggest hit with this budget. The budget when I
look at it and when I have gone through it is just very pro high
school. It really screams high school, while our most at risk
children stem from the elementary and the middle school
levels. We are almost remediating our children by cutting out
programs like SPARK, full day kindergarten and teaming, I
mean, we’re cutting teaming from the middle school but we
have plans to incorporate it into our high school system.
Those kids that are going into the high school system, if they
didn’t have the teaming in middle school, I am going to be
honest, the teaming is not going to do anything for them in
high school. They did not have that experience in middle
school, they are not going to want it, and you already lost the
students engagement. It is just upsetting to me to hear that
that is what is going to happen, our middle schools, even this
year I’m worried to see their PSSA scores because they have
been doing outstanding but with that marker set higher and
higher, it scares me to see the results for those PSSA’s and
with this teaming we’re going to see the PSSA Scores go even
lower because of the lack of relationship with the teachers. It
is really going to affect our middle school success in the
classroom and out of the classroom quite frankly. I don’t
know if the board is aware of this but Dr. Roy had an
absolutely wonderful meeting with his superintendent student
advisory and it gives students from Liberty and Freedom the
opportunity to voice their opinions and our last meeting we
actually spoke on the budget and a lot of kids had a very
interesting perspectives and I think the board would love to
hear a lot of that and that’s something that I shedded a lot of
light on at the last meeting, the tough cuts to the elementary
school and the middle school level and it just really concerns
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our middle schools and I hope that we have a
system in which we are going to keep those at risk children in
the classroom. Thank you.
Jolene Vitalos
President BEA
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I would like to reiterate to the board that Dr. Roy and I have
been having open discussions since this budget has begun.

